AMPAK COMPANY, INC. UNVEILS NEW PRODUCTS AT SUPPLYSIDE WEST 2019

Leading Global Supplier of Specialty Ingredients Introduces New Gum Acacia MCT: Low-Carb Keto-Friendly MCT Products

August 28, 2019, LARCHMONT, NY – AMPAK Company Inc. (www.ampakcompany.com), a full line importer and supplier of specialty chemicals and ingredients serving nutritional, food & beverage, pharmaceutical, fragrance and personal care manufacturers worldwide, has announced they will unveil two new MCT product lines, 50% MCT OIL POWDER and 70% MCT OIL POWDER while exhibiting at SupplySide West in Las Vegas at Booth #5069.

50% MCT OIL POWDER and 70% MCT OIL POWDER are produced using non-GMO MCT Oil (coconut oil), plant-sourced ingredients and encapsulated exclusively by ACACIA FIBRE (Gum Acacia) to maximize their nutraceutical benefits. They are free-flowing powders, vegan, non-GMO, and low-carbohydrate. They possess many characteristics that should appeal considerably to consumers, including being neutral in taste and smell, as well as being ketogenic diet-friendly. These products are extremely functional in meal replacement shakes, sports shakes, powdered beverages, snack foods and many other applications.

AMPAK Company, Inc. will exclusively use Gum Acacia produced by Agrigum International Limited, a major processor of Gum Acacia specialising in spray-dried and agglomerated Gum Acacia, whose products are used extensively in the nutrition and health industry.

SupplySide West is the largest gathering of health and nutrition industry professionals focused on dietary supplement, beverage, functional food, personal care, and sports nutrition innovation. “While introducing our new products, we look forward to developing new business and future partnerships during the trade show,” said Steve Mullins, Vice President, AMPAK Company, Inc. Suppliers and formulators who will be attending SupplySide West can stop by Booth #5069 to learn more about these exciting products and their benefits – and to talk about how AMPAK can become their global source of high-quality ethical ingredients.
About AMPAK Company, Inc.
AMPAK Company, Inc. is a diverse solutions partner in the global sourcing of high-quality ethical ingredients which provide functional benefits in a wide range of products across key market segments. For more than four decades, AMPAK Company, Inc. has served nutritional, food & beverage, pharmaceutical, and personal care manufacturers worldwide, with customized sourcing programs, providing over 400 products from more than 20 core suppliers. AMPAK Company, Inc. considers customer service and support a top priority and their experienced commercial specialists ensure that every customer has the necessary tools to succeed. As a minority certified supplier, AMPAK Company, Inc. satisfies supplier diversity objectives.